


What’s All This 
About, Anyway?

If a picture is worth a thousand words, then it stands to reason that
a 5 minute video, at 30 frames a second, should be worth about nine 
thousand words. But it’s really worth much more than that. Because 
video brings energy, imagination and clarity to those 9000 words in a 
way that improves communication exponentially. And that’s what makes 
corporate video such an important tool for organizations of every stripe.

If you’ve been called on to produce a video for your organization, 
yet never done this before, you may be wondering ‘where do I 
start?’  Even if you’re a practiced pro, you may still want some 
guidance with things you think you can do better.  Either way, 
this booklet is for you.

These days,  video is practically de rigeur for every online
presence, whether your goal is to train, inform, motivate, 
recruit, orient, recognize, market, sell or otherwise communi- 
cate to diverse audiences with power and imagination.

This booklet isn’t the whole story. 
But we hope you’ll find it a good place to start.
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Okay. Where To Now?
If you’ve been charged with producing a video for your 
organization, the first thing you need to do is identify the 
main objective. 

What’s your goal? 
            What do you want this video to do? 
Educate?  Motivate?  Inform?  Excite?  

Obvious, right?  Don’t be surprised to find out that the powers 
that be have more than one goal in mind for your masterpiece.  
Resist.  While it’s possible that your video can achieve more 
than one objective, it’s unlikely to be able to achieve more than 
one KEY objective.  Therefore, you need to set clear expecta-
tions around what you can be expected to achieve.
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Just like the objective, your video needs to focus 

on one key message. Don’t clutter it up by trying 

to work in the kitchen sink. Your audience is 

inundated everyday with thousands of messages, 

and wants and needs clarity in your desired take-

away.  This doesn’t mean you have to settle for 

sharing just one fact, or one piece of information.  

But you do need to have focus. What the audience 

wants to know is ‘what’s your point?’  Don’t make 

them work for it.  This isn’t a feature film.

What’s your

KEY 

MESSAGE?

What’s Your Point?
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Who’s Your  Audience?

People often find it tempting to think that their video 
can be equally accessible to a vast array of audiences.  
Well, maybe it should be, but not generally in the same 
version. Audiences need to be addressed differently 
and specifically. If you’re faced with this challenge, give 
serious consideration to producing separate, and 
distinctly targeted versions. It’s not all that daunting.   
You can often do this by simply changing a few phrases 
in your script, or using different text-on-screen, or 
editing out (or in) some different interview clips. 

•	 Who’s your main audience?

•	 Who’s your secondary audience?

•	 What are the key differences in 
my objective and key message 
for each of these audiences?
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Where’s Your Script?
Most video productions have some element of 

script. It may only be text-on-screen, but it is still a 

script. If you’re not a scriptwriter, seriously consider 

hiring one, or leave it to your production company.  

A video script is vastly different from any other 

kind of copywriting, and too many videos end up 

sounding like brochures. Don’t worry. You still 

retain the right to edit.

Can I write the script myself?
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Who’s Your 
Storyteller?

       Every video has a storyteller. It may be an off-camera 
   narrator. It may be an on-camera narrator. It may be a series 
 of inter view clips. It may be on-screen text. Or simply music. 
Or often, a combination of different elements. Whatever it is, 
make sure you give your storyteller careful consideration, 
because it will drive not only your message, but the tone of 
your message.

 An off-camera narrator is typically anonymous, and a more 
 formal voice than that of an on-camera narrator. An on-camera    
 narrator, by virtue of being present, has a chance to connect 
  better with your audience, and is very helpful in dealing with   
  conceptual information, where visuals are lacking. Interviews   
   bring different personalities to your video, and a more newsy, 
     documentary feel. Music brings energy, emotion. Each has 
        its own most successful use.

How will my story be told?
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Who’s Your Narrator?
When you elect to use an off-camera narrator, the audience never sees 
this mystery person. So it’s critical that you find a voice that works with 
your content. Normally, your production company will take care of 
pre-selecting some options for you. If you want, they can also steer you 
to talent agents’ websites where you can sample some voices for your-
self. Professional talent should be recorded in a professional sound 
studio, where the engineer will have full control to bring out the best 
in your chosen voice, as well as edit out any pops, sniffs or swallows.

Could Martin over in payroll be your voice? Possibly. But I don’t 
recommend it, unless it’s Martin’s story that you’re telling. When clients 
ask to use someone in-house, it’s usually for budget reasons. But it still 
needs to be recorded in a professional studio, so the extra time spent 
with your non-professional generally ends up costing you more in 
studio time as well as frustration. This is not the place to economize.  
Hire professional talent.   

What kind of voice does my video need?
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In Canada, many videos need to be produced in both official 
languages. In the U.S., Spanish is a common requirement. In the 
world of business, any language might be needed. And yet, if 
you’re reading this booklet, chances are your production language 
is English. This means thinking in advance about other language 
requirements. And translation is just the start.

Best to let your production company partner know your require-
ments at the outset of the project. Putting this off until later can 
result in unnecessary costs.

•	 Does my narration need to be in other languages?

•	 How do I deal with interviews?  Text?

•	 Do I have brochures, pamphlets and other visuals in the required 

languages available?

•	 Where do I go for translation?  Internal?  External?

•	 This translation is too long.  What do I do now?

•	 Nobody here speaks Kiswahili.  Where do I go for help?

¿Habla usted
de Lituania?
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Talent, Part 1.  Putting Your Team in the Spotlight.  
You may want to tell some of your story by interviewing employees 

in your own organization. I personally prefer this to a narrated 

story because it captures the personality of your organization 

better than any narrated script ever will.

 

However, don’t expect that just because these folks are 

hand-picked, or the life-of-the-water-cooler, that they will 

shine in front of the camera. Lights, micro-

phones, cameras, cables and teleprompters, 

not to mention a crowd of strangers, can 

all be pretty unsettling, and your hoped-for 

star performer could very easily become 

tongue-tied, or end up sounding like a 

computer-voiced avatar.   

Unless the story is unique to one individual (which would 

mean something experiential or biographical), always plan 

to have several participants speak to each area of content. 

Don’t worry about having too many. There’s always a way 

to squeeze them in.

•	 Who will be interviewed for this video 

and what do I want them to talk about?

•	 What questions will I ask to elicit the 

answers I want?
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Should you or shouldn’t you? Well, most people are

going to be a bit nervous as soon as they start thinking 

about being interviewed, so sending them the list of 

questions beforehand will usually lessen the stress.  

But if your questions don’t involve a lot of deep thinking, 

try just sending some sample questions and the overall 

outline. I find this leads to greater spontaneity and less 

‘scripted’ answers, particularly soft questions like, 

‘What do you like best about your job?’
Senior execs on the other hand will not only want the 
questions but some input on the key messages you 
want delivered. No matter how spontaneous you want 
them to be, resisting here is a career-limiting move.

Talent, Part 2.   Preparing Your
In-house Talent for the Interview
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There are times when you just absolutely have to have 

professional talent. For example, role plays. Yes, I know that 

Melissa in Accounting has always wanted to get into acting, 

and Omar’s an absolute hoot in the lunchroom, but there’s a 

reason she’s toting up numbers and he’s coding your 

website. Nothing good can come of this.  

When you need acting, hire actors.  Same goes for narrators, 

whether on or off camera.  ….  Are actors a perfect solution?  

Not always … but even the worst ones will be easier to work 

with and deliver a better result than relying on your in-house 

thespians.  (As usual, there are exceptions to this rule … but not 

often.  Music videos, retirement roasts, Christmas party videos 

are all possible outlets for the home team). 

•	 Do you need professional talent?

•	 For what role?

•	 What are the parameters? 

Age?  Sex?  Ethnicity?

Talent, Part 3.  The Professionals
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Talent, Part 4.  ACTRA, UDA and SAG…working with the talent unions.  

Trust me, this is not a part of the production process you want to own, so leave it to your 

production company partner. Even they don’t want it. Even the talent doesn’t want it.  

Unless you’re a fan of convoluted paperwork, mind-boggling and ever-changing 

rules and rate schedules and general unresponsiveness from those-in-charge-of- 

being-helpful, don’t get near this with a ten foot pole.  

Do I have time to learn all the rules and fill out all 

the paperwork?

Do I want to?
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Talent, Part 5.   Auditions
Unless you have someone specifically in mind (and probably because you’ve worked with them before), 
you will need to do talent auditions. Or more correctly, your production company partner will need to do 
auditions. Don’t bother attending.  Auditions are time-consuming and often, well, boring.  That’s because 
you’re seeing 30 or 40 people do the same 2 or 3 minutes of script … over and over and over again.  And at 
least half of those people should never have even been trying for the part in the first place. You asked for 
male, 40-50 … you’ve got some guy who’s maybe 30. Can you make him look 50? Do you even want to try? 
Ask your production company to send you just the ‘selects’ for each role. You’ll thank me.
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Wardrobe
Unless you’re working with professional talent, wardrobe will be 
pretty much what people in your organization normally wear to 
work on a day-to-day basis. A gentle reminder to dress appropriately 
is generally all that’s needed. Just remember to add “no fine checks 
or stripes” which have a tendency to moiré or ‘vibrate’ on camera. 
Men’s shirts and ties seem to be the worst offenders. A little colour 

can bring a lot of life to an otherwise sterile 
office environment, so be sure to 

encourage it where appropriate.
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Makeup makes everyone feel like a movie star.  

However, in corporate video, it’s rarely needed.  

You can usually get away with just a little powder, 

or even just a handy supply of tissues, unless of 

course your CEO is going to end up looking like 

Albert Brooks in Broadcast News.

In that case, you may want to have a professional 

makeup person on hand. Of course, if you’re using professional talent, and they’re going to be on 
the set all day, or if they need to have any kind of special effects makeup, 
a professional is a must. You don’t need your stars running off set every 
15 minutes to fix their hair and eyeliner. Makeup is a job for your 
production company to arrange.

Makeup
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Location Shoots
Choosing a location is sometimes obvious. When you’re 
talking about a specific store or manufacturing process, 
or office environment, then that’s usually the right spot.  
Lots of times though, people choose bored-rooms. 
And too often, that’s just what they are. Nothing on 
the walls. Horrible furniture. Noisy ventilation systems.  
So, what does that say to your audience?  

Okay, not every office is a movie set, but try to imagine 
someplace, somewhere within the organization that 
has some cachet as a backdrop. Or maybe an external 
location would work better? Or maybe a few props 
would help? Forget (momentarily) about what you’re 
saying and think about what you (and your audience) 
will be seeing.

•	 Where will we shoot this video?
•	 Is the space large enough for the crew? 

The equipment? Me?
•	 Does it need to be tidied up?
•	 How noisy is this room?
•	 Are there blinds to control the daylight?
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Sometimes it just makes sense to 

shoot in a studio where sound, 

lighting, background sets and lunch 

breaks can be totally controlled.  

Leave this to your production 

company partner. They’ll recommend 

shooting in a studio whenever 

appropriate. Get ready for a long day.  

Given the opportunity, cameramen 

the world over will tweak the lighting 

until you’re ready to strangle them.

Studio Shoots
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On a movie set, there’s a Props Master. On a corporate set, 

there’s You. Make sure you have gone over the script or 

storyboard thoroughly and identified 

all the things that you are talking about 

so that they can be physically there 

when the camera starts to roll. 

Brochures, pamphlets, banners, 

product packaging, samples ... all the 

little things that will slow down your 

shoot if you don’t have them right at 

hand when the camera starts to roll.

Props •	 What props do I need?

•	 Do I need them also in 

French? Spanish? 

Mandarin? Urdu?  
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Editing, Part 1
After the shoot itself, the edit is the most important step in 

the production process. In fact, most editors will tell you that 

they ‘save’ most videos. Inside secret: Damn it, they’re right!   

At least some of the time. That’s because in corporate video, 

the director doesn’t always know what she’s faced with before 

arriving on set. Instead, she has to be alert, opportunistic and 

imaginative, and roll with the production punches as they 

occur. Which means, she’s going to come away from your 

shoot with footage she’s not even sure how to use.  

And almost always, she’ll come away with less 

than she needs.

Enter the thoughtful, creative and hard-working editor, 

who will add an element of personal magic to your video.  

So be sure that your production company partner brings 

this essential element to the table.

  

And while it’s most often the director’s job to work directly 

with the

  

editor, there will be times when you
                                              will want to be right there in       

                                       the thick of it. Patience. It’s vastly  

                  more complex and time-consuming than any of 

us would like. At the same time, enormously gratifying to 

come away with a story that really, really works.
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Editing, 
Part 2

         Editing rea lly gives you the
opportunity to kick you r video up a notch.
So much can be added to the f ina l project 
at this stage that you ’ ll want to put on you r 

thinking cap and see  where it will take you. Genera lly 
speaking, this is the director’s job, but why let him 

have a ll the fu n! Go ahead, say it.
“Cou ld we just try switching 
those two shots ... again ?”
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The Sound of Music
Whether it’s your favourite rock classic, or the 3rd cut on 

that hot new Indie band’s latest release, you’re almost 

certain to want music in your video. The problem is, those 

tunes aren’t available. At least, not legally. That’s because 

you can’t simply swipe your favourite tune and stick it in 

behind your edit. Call it copyright law. Further, it’s 

extremely difficult, annoyingly complicated and generally 

impossible to purchase the rights to popular tunes. Not to 

mention, almost always way too expensive. So most often 

it’s going to be stock music. The rights for which your 

production company partner will have to buy to keep 

you (and them) out of hot water. 

Music needs to be image appropriate. So don’t go asking 

for hip hop behind the CEO’s monthly message (unless 

your CEO happens to be Missy Elliott or Lil’ Wayne). And 

heavy metal behind a detailed discussion of your financial 

statements won’t cut it either. At best, it will conflict 

with the picture and confuse the audience.  

And at worst, it will turn everyone right off.  

Stock music provides an infinite 

and affordable selection of 

background melodies that 

will elevate your video to a 

completely new dimension.
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Hello, World! 

Your video is done. Now what? It’s time to get it out 
there. And more likely than not, you’re going to put 
it up on your website, on YouTube or on some other 
online venue. This means having the video exported 
in a file format that will work. Again, this is a job for 
your production company partner. Your job is to have 
thought in advance about the potentially many 
different needs so that when you’re running for a 
deadline, everyone’s running in the same direction. 
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How Much?
Okay, trick question:  How long is a piece of string?  No seriously, 

this question truly knows no bounds.  Partially because it’s 

almost impossible to imagine every little thing that your video 

project will require, not to mention the kinds of changes you’ll 

ask for and that you thought were included, but your production 

company thought were extras.

 You’re better off finding a production company that you like 

to work with and that consistently delivers the goods, and 

negotiate a price you can live with.  But if they tell you it really 

can’t be done for that amount of money, trust that they a) don’t 

want to lose your business, b) don’t want to do a lousy job, and 

c) really are telling you straight up.  Some things you’ll want are 

simply beyond the scope of what you’re prepared to pay.  

Choosing the cheapest production house may result in a 

successful video … but it’s almost never going to be easy!

Here are some of things that will drive up the cost of your 

video production:

•	 Overall length

•	 Complexity of the story

•	 Number of shooting days

•	 External location costs

•	 Professional talent

•	 3D animation

 Find a way to scale back or even come at the project differently, 

but don’t axiomatically decide to just cut them loose.  Working 

together, you’ll build a great relationship and will inevitably get 

a few ‘freebies’ along the way. 
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Choosing a 
Production 
Company
Okay, this is the easy part.

Email me tedb@foresightinc.com

or call me (416-640-3264). 

I’d be delighted to help. 

Really, though. You need to get to know your production company 

and what value they actually bring to the table beyond production 

capabilities.  Video production is not a project … it’s a process.  

And it wouldn’t be unusual for challenges or surprises to pop up 

along the way.  

•	 Who do you want to tackle those 
challenges with?  

•	 Does your production company
highlight potential problems before 
they arise?  

•	 How do they interact with your CEO?  

•	 Are they respectful of your staff and
your time? 

•	 Do their productions communicate
or simply entertain?  

•	 Do they spend time trying to understand the 
culture of your organization?  

•	 Do they deliver on time?  

•	 Do they charge you for every little change? 

Like any other supplier, both you and they will benefit from 
a growing relationship.  
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We love coming up with ideas, working with people who are 
excited by possibilities and making a sometimes complicated 
process as straightforward as it can be. Even if you choose to 
work with another production company, we hope that this 
booklet will be helpful in understanding some of the many 
variables that go into producing clear, concise and creative 
corporate video.

I’d like to say ‘that’s all there is to it.’  But you know it’s not.  
Which is why you need a great production company partner 
like Foresight on your team. www.foresightinc.com

It’s A Wrap!
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Foresight Corporate Communications Inc. 
offers creative, customized, comprehensive 
solutions to communications planners with 
responsibilities for:

•	 Events
•	 Video
•	 Presentations
•	 Web & Interactive 
•	 Print

15 Glenforest Road
Toronto, Ontario Canada
M4N 1Z7
416-640-3264
www.foresightinc.com

If you have any questions about your 

video production, please email me 

at tedb@foresightinc.com

or call me at 416-640-3264.

Powerful Communication.  Smart Business.
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